
 

 

  

EPOTEC -  THE Proven Hi  Bui ld  Pool  Coating  

 

A large Marblesheen pool aged about 20 years has been given a wonderful future with an Epotec inspired 

upgrade. 

Michael’s pool was looking its age, being stained, hard to keep clean and starting to lose its lustre not to 

mention pieces of Marblesheen. Being about 100,000 litres it was considered “a real project” and Michael 

was determined to see it re furbished for the best value and longest life using Epotec. Michael is a retired 

skilled painter, so he knows a good product when he sees one. 

 

This was all removed and repaired to provide a 

similar surface to match into the adjoining. 

 

Upon emptying it was discovered much of the 

existing Marblesheen was in worse condition 

than expected with about 40% being drummy. 
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Mob   0415  171  315   

Email.  info@poolpaint.com.au 

EPOTEC, THE Proven Hi Build Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen, 
Pebblecrete or Concrete. EPOTEC will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We work 
with you, DIY, with your painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available. 

See our web site for helpful information and more images of EPOTEC in action  www.poolpaint.com.au 

BONDI 

Not finished he and some artists set to work and decorated the end wall with Sunshine Dolphins and Fish. 

He found the Epotec easy to work with however the extent of repairs needed meant a considerable 

amount of added time was required. Fortunately the thought of lounging in the finished pool and 

“catching” his own fish spurred him on. Now it’s a delightful result and an inspiration to all. 

 

After a good wash and algaecide treatment, followed by some typical Sunshine Coast spring drying  

weather, Michael applied 2 coats of Hi Build Epotec by roller. 

 

Though Michael comes with a lifelong set of painting skills, many of our customers with no such back ground are 

achieving similar results, by following the comprehensive notes we offer and technical support on hand.  Of course we 

can also arrange an Applicator to quote for you in most parts of Australia, so you can just relax from the outset. 
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